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Abstract
The research conducted in this study was applied to multidisciplinary groups of Higher Education belonging to
different degrees using the methodology proposed by the Design Sprint (DS) tool for the achievement of
different challenges/objectives in a very short time. The methodology used is an adaptation of the one proposed
by the DS, carried out in five non-consecutive stages/sessions focused on students of the first two years of
different degrees of the CEU San Pablo University. The students, in general, have valued very positively the
collaborative work in small groups, the time management and the administration of work under stress. The
abandonment of the different challenges was set at 32%. A high level of commitment has been appreciated
among the students to reach the proposed challenges, however, the work of the mentors as guides, becomes
essential in the first courses of the different degrees in a general way. The application of the SD methodology
provides students with an increase in their performance, in their ability to work in teams and to adapt in the best
possible way to the demands of a society that is increasingly demanding new technologies. Students have
increased their ability to reflect, transform and innovate in the different objectives/challenges/projects demanded
by the new circumstances and social strategies. The support of good mentors, critics and specialists in the
different areas to be addressed is necessary to offer students a better learning experience.
Keywords: Design Sprint, teamwork, learning styles, leadership, educational outcomes, Higher Education,
educational technology
1. Introduction
1.1 Approach
The European Higher Education Area has meant the incorporation of generic competencies to the learning
objectives of the new degrees of Spanish universities, but the forms of communication have changed dizzyingly
in the last decade, which has been helped by the health situation due to the pandemic we are experiencing,
triggering the different forms of communication in basic tools for all agents of society. The scenario has changed
greatly affecting also the academic and teaching scenario (Alaszewski, 2006; Morales 2020; Villafuerte et al.,
2020; Feyen, 2020).
The pedagogical design for the formation and evaluation of teamwork competence must take into account the
factors that influence and improve the effectiveness of teams (Long, 2020). We think of learning styles as
cognitive, affective and physiological traits that serve as relatively stable indicators of how learners perceive
interactions and respond to their learning environments, which is why studies are needed to determine how the
introduction of different tools may affect these styles (Mullarkey & Hevner, 2020).
1.2 New Methodology
The introduction of the Design Sprint methodology mostly used in the business environment can be a very
valuable tool in the academic environment where team effort is increasingly rewarded with the new academic
regulations (Knapp, Zeratsky, & Kowitz, 2011). This new work tool makes students rethink their work in five
stages: challenge definition stage, challenge understanding stage, sketching and decision stage, solution
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prototyping stage, and finally, the validation and presentation of the project/idea stage.
At CEU San Pablo University, this work tool has been introduced to address some challenges in different degrees
being considered as a case of research within Higher Education. For this purpose, different experimental groups
of teams of heterogeneous composition in terms of the preferred learning styles of its members have been
generated. The facilitators/teachers have constituted a control group of randomly constituted teams, in order to
contrast the influence of the Design Sprint tool and the different composition of the groups with the impact on
academic performance and a possible incorporation in the way of working in some subjects. The convenience of
forming teams whose members bring different personal characteristics has gone beyond the boundaries of
organizations and entered the field of university education (Colas, González, & De Pablos, 2013; Livari, 2015;
Kim, Kwon, & Cho, 2011; Maroto, 2007; Valerio & Paredes, 2008).
1.3 Agile Methodologies
One could link the achievement or attainment of the challenge/challenge to the agile management of a Project as
it focuses on teamwork and leadership, as well as working alone more focused on the development of the client's
needs as the objectives of a hypothetical company (Altman, 2018). The use of methodologies, which could be
called 'agile' are related methods of 'disciplined' or 'planned' work. In reality, this is what is applied to students
enrolled in challenges through the Design Sprint methodology derived from Design Thinking (IBM).
Working with agile methodologies allows organizations, in this case the University, to improve the quality and
efficiency of the students' work and ensure that the solutions provided in the different challenges can be useful to
society (Keijzer-Broers & Reuver, 2015; Jou, Hung, & Lai, 2010; Schwaber, 2004; Sanglier et al., 2020). When a
company applies this type of methodologies, the normal thing is to see/measure a growth due to a higher
productivity, in this case and applied to the University, the productivity will be focused on a higher capacity in
the students to face a series of problems and solve them in the best possible way.
The final results applying this type of agile project/challenge management is always a little less predictable,
compared to older methods, but this should not necessarily be a disadvantage, since this way of working adapts
to changes in a positive way, responding to the inconveniences that arise and solving them, the result is always
more favorable than the results obtained by a team that is simply moving slowly towards the goal without
considering a change of direction at a given time (Sy, 2007; Lledó, 2012; Fox, Sillito, & Maurer, 2008;
Emelyanova & Voronina, 2014; Cohn, 2004; Da Silva, Martin, & Maurer, 2011, da Silva, Silveira, & Maurer,
2012).
This way of working incentivizes healthy and productive relationships between students who share responsibility
for the outcome of the challenge and work together to achieve it.
Regular, and in this case tightly timed, meetings play a key role in successful teamwork and ensures that
everyone is focused and working effectively by sharing ideas and solutions (Freire, 2009; Garrote, Jimenez, &
Serna, 2018).
The students in each group are organized around a mentor who does not make any decisions, only guides them
and makes the group better. Management and decision making belongs only to the working group.
The mentor has only asked his assigned working group to be energetic and innovative in decision making and to
bet on a winning solution to overcome the chosen challenge. He has ensured that the deadlines for delivery of the
solution proposed by the working group are met and mediated possible problems that may arise in the group due
to coexistence among the students.
Nowadays, students access information in a different way than a few years ago, they have gone from being
consumers of information to being producers of it. Traditional methods are becoming less attractive and effective
in engaging students in Higher Education towards more effective learning (Harnad, 1991; Pérez-Escoda, Castro,
& Fandos, 2016; Vera, Torres, & Martínez, 2014).
The rapid advancement of technology means that students must possess 'extra skills' such as problem solving,
persistence, critical thinking and collaborative work, in addition to those they are supposed to have to face the
different subjects of the different degrees they choose to pursue (Preece, Sharp, & Rogers, 2015; Salinas, 2002,
2004; Sein et al., 2011).
Students perceive the world as a place with large amounts of problems that they need to know how to address,
and where they, themselves, see themselves as capable of participating. They expect some of that work to be
done by their formal education at the university, but in reality, students need to learn to live and perform in
increasingly competitive and globalized environments (Venable, 2006). Students should take advantage of their
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ability to investigate the problems that occur around them and be prepared to solve the challenges that life will
confront them (Markus, Majchrzak, & Gasser, 2002; Centeno & Cubo, 2013; Sanglier et al., 2021; Arrieta &
Montes, 2011).
1.4 Challenge-Based Learning
Apart from agile methodologies that will undoubtedly help students to face their problems in a more effective
way, Challenge-Based Learning (CBL) is being developed based on improved student learning through direct
and active participation in open learning experiences (Fidalgo, Sein-Echaluce, & García, 2017; Jou, Hung, & Lai,
2010; Rekalde & García, 2015). We believe that agile methodologies and ABRs can go hand in hand in helping
to achieve those objectives identified above for improvement and effectiveness. One could say that it is
experiential learning on the part of the student who is offered the opportunity to apply what has been learned in
real situations.
ABR is a pedagogical approach incorporated in certain areas that demands a real-world perspective because it
suggests that learning involves the student's doing/acting with respect to a topic of study/challenge/challenge
(Jou, Hung, & Lai, 2010). ABR takes advantage of students being engaged while developing key competencies
such as multidisciplinary and collaborative work, developmental and effective communication, decision making,
ethics, and leadership.
In general, it could be indicated that ABR in learning invites students to work with teachers, facilitators, mentors
and experts in their communities, on real problems to develop a deeper understanding of the topics under study
(Prieto, 2008; Barroso et al., 2012; Bonilla & Aguaded, 2018). It is the challenge itself that leads to obtaining
new knowledge and the necessary resources and tools; the approach confronts students with a relevant and open
problem situation, for which a real situation is demanded; the product as a function of which students are
demanded to create a solution that results in a concrete action; the process in which students analyze, design,
develop and execute the solution they consider best to reach the final goal in a way that is testable and
measurable, and finally the role of the teacher/facilitator in the importance of accompanying and advising
students in the search for the solution (Poo-Delgado, 2013; Cabero, 2014; KeijzerBroers, De Reuver &
Guldemond, 2015).
2. Method
The forms of communication are changing by leaps and bounds in an increasingly demanding society, especially
due to the latest health events that we are suffering, so that communication has become a basic tool for all agents
of society. This has led to the emergence of new needs and challenges demanded by a new society increasingly
oriented to new technologies.
At the CEU San Pablo University of Madrid, within the Values and Leadership Degree (TPVL), the possibility
of applying the Design Sprint tool and methodology in the achievement of different challenges was publicized
among the students of the first and second year of this degree. Students from different degrees and double
degrees (Law, Medicine, Pharmacy, ADE, ADE+Marketing, etc.) were free to participate in the different
challenges related to Communication and Sustainable Development.
Within the Communication topics, interesting challenges were established such as; communication with clients
in the digital era, responsible communication and Big Data, commercial communication on the internet,
communication in elderly groups, improving social networks from responsibility, business communication
through storytelling, etc.
On the topic of Sustainable Development, issues have been proposed such as: expanding and improving social
protection and assistance programs for the poorest and most vulnerable; ensuring health and well-being for
everyone at all ages; achieving gender equality; ensuring access to affordable, reliable, sustainable and modern
energy. Promote cohesive city-level strategies to drive innovation, boost sustainable economic and social
development; strengthen adaptive capacity and resilience to natural disasters; integrate biodiversity and
ecosystem values into local and national planning; promote peaceful societies, etc.
A pilot study was made on students, degrees and challenges assigned to four mentors for strategic and
availability reasons, this meant having a sample of 118 students gathered around 3 Challenges (numbered as
challenges 3, 14 and 17) related to two fundamental aspects: Communication and Sustainable Development. The
names assigned to these challenges were as follows:
•

Challenge 3: Responsible Communication and Big Data - what should be the optimal responsible
system for data storage, processing and analysis?
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•

C
Challenge 144: Promote co
onservation annd sustainablle use of oceeans, seas andd marine reso
ources for
S
Sustainable Development.
D

•

C
Challenge 177: Strengthen
n the means of implemeentation and revitalize gloobal collaborration for
ssustainable deevelopment.

Challengee 3 attracted 28 participan
nts, Challengge 14 attracted
d 78 participants and Chaallenge 17 atttracted 12
participannts. In the endd there were 9 sprints or chaallenges carrieed out by the four
f
mentors.
Once the challenge waas selected by the students, the different groups were formed,
f
tryingg not to have more than
fifteen stuudents per grooup. Each group was assignned a mentor, a guide respo
onsible for settting the meetings to set
the challeenge, objectivves, collaborattion and discuussion among
g the students and to ensurre that they reeached the
end of thee challenge.
All menttors worked to
t a similar schedule
s
thatt was secretly
y revealed to the mentees at each meeeting, five
meetings and one per day.
d Due to th
he impossibilitty of working five days in a row as it is m
mandatory in the
t Design
Sprint duue to the studdents' commitm
ments with thheir classes an
nd exams, a maximum
m
of fifteen days was
w set to
carry out the five workking sessions/m
meetings, in thhis way it wass assured to work
w
in a moree or less contin
nuous way,
as recomm
mended by the applied methodology.
The folloowing scheme shows, in a very
v
general w
way, how the process
p
of parrticipation in tthe different challenges
c
was strucctured and its completion.
c

he study proceess
Fiigure 1. Stagees applied in th
2.1 Work Phases
o each challen
nge, different work phases were established, which w
were identical for all the
For the aachievement of
groups, aand which werre discovered by the mentoors on the sam
me day of the session. The dduration of th
he sessions
was betw
ween one and two
t hours dep
pending on thee availability of the workin
ng group and tthe mentor. All sessions
were conducted onlinee between the participants
p
annd the mentorr.
The folloowing is a dettailed descripttion of the coontent that waas developed by each group
up in the diffeerent work
sessions.
DAY 1.- IIDEATION
Challengees definition stage:
s
•

IIdentify the chhallenge correectly: find out what it mean
ns, how far it has
h come, reseearch stage.

•

E
Establish deliiverables and timeline, exxplaining to th
he student what the Desiggn Sprint methodology
cconsists of.

•

C
Confirm the participation
p
of
o the memberrs of the chann
nel/group.

•

E
Explain the lim
mitations of th
he method (sppeed of deliverry, lack of kno
owledge of thee team's skillss, etc.).
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DAY 2.- VALUE PROPOSITION
Understanding the challenge.
•

Share previous impressions: we have spent a few days looking for information about our challenge,
what we think, what we have found, ...

•

Setting the objective: this is the moment to choose ideas and discard others.

•

Identify a series of key questions (yes/no) that we could ask our environment to check the validity of the
objective.

•

Understand the process: we are not the first ones to try to reach a solution to this challenge in this way:
what do we bring as a novelty.

•

And if we ask/search what the experts say.

•

We define with all of the above the key opportunities.

•

We empathize with the target audience: we understand the audience we are targeting (part of it, you can
never reach everyone) and try to analyze if our solution is useful to them (empathy maps).

DAY 3.- VALIDATION
Stage of sketching and deciding.
•

Search for relevant information about our key opportunities and target audience.

•

Find inspiration with what competitors/other groups are doing: it is not about copying ideas, but does
anyone know what other teams are doing, have we been interested in asking them, what do they tell us,
does it resemble our idea, can we improve what they are doing?

•

Share all the information we have at the moment.

•

We vote on the most interesting idea.

•

We design the storyboard of the experience we want to provide to our audience: we think.

DAY 4.- PROTOTYPING
Prototyping stage of the solution.
•

Determine the prototype: use ppt, videos, mockups, drawings, role play, storyrelling,...

•

Discuss options that best fit.

•

Divide the work roles: who is going to be the builder, the scriptwriter, the producer, the interviewer...

•

Start building the prototype and, if possible, test it with nearby agents.

•

Give feedback on the information collected.

DAY 5.- FINAL PRESENTATION
Validation stage and presentation to the customer.
•

Final presentation of the solution.

•

Feedback (retrospective meeting).

•

Share opinions on the Design Sprint performed.

•

Celebrate the success of the group and wait for the jury's decision.

The final result of the work was a Powerpoint presentation of a maximum of 20 slides, and the creation of a
five-minute video where the group had to expose the issue addressed and the proposed solution, highlighting the
main stages they had to address to reach the solution.
All the material submitted by the different groups was subjected to an analysis by mentors and experts to choose
the best challenge addressed and the best proposed solution under voting. The winning team was awarded a prize,
as were the top students in the challenges.
As noted above, the Design Sprint methodology carried out with university students has a slight disadvantage
compared to the one that could be applied to employees of a company, where the possibility of meeting for five
consecutive days is possible. Despite the difficulties encountered in developing the sessions in the shortest
possible time, difficulties also arose during some of the Sprint sessions, but all groups maintained a positive
attitude and were always ready to get back on track by working as a team in an even more agile way. In addition,
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the follow
wing sentence from Knap
pp's book appplies "It is im
mportant to emphasize thaat this decisio
on-making
process iss not perfect.... The sticky decision,
d
if noot perfect, is a good and qu
uick exercise. That speed contributes
c
greatly too the long-terrm goal of the sprint: gettiing real-world
d data into th
he Friday testt" (Knapp, Zeeratsky, &
Kowitz, 22016).
3. Resultts
The propposed researchh with the Design
D
Sprint tool was carrried out at CEU
C
San Pabblo University
y on three
challengees with a total participation of 118 studennts from 16 deegrees, of whicch 6 were douuble degrees.
The folloowing table shhows the diffeerent degrees,, with the num
mber of studen
nts who have participated in each of
them, andd the number of
o them who have
h
achievedd the challengee or have aban
ndoned it.
Table 1. T
Titles participaating in the vaarious challennges with num
mber of particip
pants, dropoutts and successses

The tablee above show
ws that 63 fem
male and 55 m
male students have enrolled, representinng 53.39% an
nd 46.61%
respectiveely, very simiilar participation data. As foor the numberr of dropouts, i.e. students w
who did not achieve the
challengee for differentt reasons, thee number of ffemale studen
nts was 36 an
nd the numbeer of male stu
udents 19,
representting 30.51% and
a 16.10% of students. In this case, thee participating
g students werre more consttant in the
pursuit of the chosen challenge. Ass for the achieevement of th
he final challeenge, the num
mber of female students
who succceeded was 277 and 36 male students, reprresenting 22.8
88% and 30.51
1% respectivel
ely.
The challlenges selecteed by the stud
dents were chaallenges 3, 14
4 and 17 of the challenges ppresented, forr a total of
21. The ccalculated partticipation perccentages for eaach challengee were 23.72%
%, 66.10% andd 10.18%, resp
pectively.
The folloowing graph shhows the varieed participatioon of students in the differen
nt degrees.
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Figure 2. Student particippation in the different
d
degreee programs
Figure 2 shows that thhe degree pro
ogram with thhe highest nu
umber of stud
dents enrolledd in the challeenges was
Economiccs, with a higgh percentage of participatiion. There aree also degrees in which onlly female stud
dents have
participatted in the chaallenges, such as Medicine,, Law, and thee double degrrees of Historry + History of
o Art and
Law + Innternational Relations.
R
On the other hannd, something
g similar happened with thhe students, only
o
those
belongingg to the degreees of Advertising, Historyy, and the dou
uble degree off Economics + Business In
ntelligence
participatted in the challlenges. In thee rest of the deegrees, the parrticipation hass been distribuuted.
Figure 3 shows the nuumber of studeents who havee abandoned or
o achieved th
he different chhallenges proposed and
chosen vooluntarily by themselves.
t

Figuree 3. Dropouts and participaation successess in the differeent degree proograms
As the paarticipation off both male an
nd female studdents in the economics prog
gram has beenn very high, th
here is also
a high peercentage of students
s
who have manageed to meet thee challenge saatisfactorily; hhowever, the success
s
of
female stuudents here has been worsee. There is als o a high numb
ber of dropouts for both maale and femalee students.
Also noteeworthy is thee high numberr of dropouts bby female students in the degrees of Phaarmacy and Hu
umanities.
Female sttudents are more
m
successfu
ul in the doubble degrees off ADE + Mark
keting and Dig
igital Commun
nication +
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Advertisiing and Internnational Relations.
The distriibution of thee challenges iss very concenntrated in the Economics
E
deegree as mentiioned above and
a can be
seen in Fiigure 4.

Figure 4. Distribution
D
off the challengees in the differrent degrees
Challengee 14 is the moost distributed
d among the diifferent degrees. Challenge 3 has only beeen selected by students
from the degrees of Ecconomics, Ph
harmacy and M
Medicine. Chaallenge 17 waas only selecteed by particip
pants from
the Econoomics degree program.
3.1 Correelation Study
To analyzze the relationnship that may
y exist betweeen the different variables analyzed,
a
a Peearson correlaation study
measurinng the statisticcal linear relattionship betweeen two rando
om continuou
us variables w
was performed
d using the
StatGraphhics Centurionn computer so
oftware packaage (Baulina et
e al., 2018; Polhemus,
P
20006). The relattionship is
linear whhen a change inn one variablee is associatedd with a propo
ortional change in another vvariable.
Correlatioon allows meaasuring the sign and magniitude of the trrend between two variabless. The sign ind
dicates the
direction of the relationnship:
•

a positive valuue indicates a direct or posiitive relationsh
hip,

•

a negative vallue indicates an
a indirect, invverse or negattive relationsh
hip,

•

a null value indicates thatt there is no trend betweeen the two vaariables (it m
may be that th
here is no
rrelationship or
o that the reelationship is more compleex than a trend). In this ccase there is no linear
ccorrelation, buut there may be
b another typpe.

On the otther hand, thee magnitude in
ndicates the sstrength of thee relationship,, and takes vaalues between
n -1 and 1.
The closeer the value is
i to the extreemes of the innterval (1 or -1) the strong
ger the trend of the variablles, or the
smaller thhe dispersion that exists att the points aaround the tren
nd (Glass & Stanley, 19744; Judd, McClelland, &
Ryan, 20009; Keppel, 19991).
Table 2 shhows the sum
mmary statisticcs for each of the selected variables.
v
It in
ncludes measuures of central tendency,
variabilityy, and shape. The variables analyzed are:: Enrolled (tottal number of male and fem
male students enrolled
e
in
the challeenge), ENR-F
Female Studeents (number of female stu
udents enrolleed in the chaallenge), ENR
R-Students
(number of male and female studeents enrolled iin the challen
nge), DROP-F
Female Studeents (number of female
students ddropping out of the challen
nge), DROP-S
Students (num
mber of male and female sttudents dropping out of
the challlenge), GRA--Female Stud
dents (numbeer of female students wh
ho manage to pass the challenge)
c
GRA-Stuudents (numbeer of male and
d female studeents who man
nage to pass th
he challenge), Challenge-3 (male and
female sttudents enrollled in this ch
hallenge from
m different deegrees), Challenge-14 (malle and femalee students
enrolled iin this challennge from diffferent degreess) and Challen
nge-17 (male and female st
students enrollled in this
challengee from differennt degrees).
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Table 2. S
Summary Peaarson Correlatiion Statistics ffor the differeent variables

Of particcular interest is
i the standarrdized skewneess and standaardized kurtossis, which cann be used to determine
whether tthe sample is from a norm
mal distributionn. Values of these
t
statisticss outside the rrange -2 to +2
+ indicate
significannt deviations from
f
normalitty, which wouuld tend to inv
validate many
y of the statisttical procedurres usually
applied too these data.
In this caase, the follow
wing variables show standaardized skewn
ness and stan
ndardized kurttosis values outside
o
the
expected range: Enrolled, ENR-Feemale Studennts, ENR-Stud
dents, DROP-Female Studdents, DROP Students,
GRA-Stuudents, Challeenge-3, Challeenge-14, and Challenge-17. Only the vaariable GRA-FFemale Studeents shows
values wiithin the rangee of the skewn
ness and standdardized kurto
osis.
The folloowing variablees show standaardized kurtossis outside thee expected ran
nge: Enrolled, ENR-Femalee Students,
ENR-Stuudents, DROP
P-Female Stu
udents, DRO
OP-Students, GRA-Studentts, Challengee-3, Challeng
ge-14 and
Challengee-17. To makke the variablees more norm
mal, transformaations such ass LOG(Y), RO
OOT(Y), or 1/Y
1 can be
performed.
Table 3 shows 95.0% confidence
c
inttervals for thee means and standard
s
deviaations of eachh of the variables. These
intervals bound the sam
mpling error in
n the parametter estimates of
o the populatiions from whiich the data co
ome. They
can be ussed to help youu judge how accurately
a
the population means
m
and stan
ndard deviationns have been estimated.
The interrvals assume that the popu
ulations from
m which the saamples are drrawn can be represented by
b normal
distributioons. While coonfidence inteervals for meaans are quite robust and no
ot very sensitiive to violatio
ons of this
assumptioon, confidence intervals forr standard devviations are very sensitive. The assumptiion of normallity can be
checked iin the Analysiis of a Variable procedure.
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Table 3. 995% confidennce intervals fo
or the differennt variables

Table 4 shows the Peearson producct moment coorrelations beetween each pair
p of variabbles. These correlation
c
m -1 to +1 (firrst number), aand measure the
t strength of
o the linear reelationship beetween the
coefficiennts range from
variables. Also shownn in parentheses is the num
mber of pairs of
o data used to
t calculate eaach coefficien
nt (second
h block of thee table is a P--value that tests the statistitical significan
nce of the
number). The third nuumber in each
ntly different from zero, at
a a 95.0%
estimatedd correlations.. P-values bellow 0.05 indiicate correlatiions significan
confidencce level. The following
f
pairrs of variabless have P-valuees below 0.05: Enrolled andd ENR-Female Students,
Enrolled and ENR-Stuudents, Enrolleed and DROP
P-Female Stud
dents, Enrolled and DROP--Students, Enrolled and
male Studentss, Enrolled an
nd GRA-Studdents, Enrolleed and Challeenge-3, Enrollled and Chaallenge-14,
GRA-Fem
Enrolled and Challenge-17, ENR-Feemale Studentts and ENR-Sttudents, ENR--Female Studeents and DRO
OP-Female
a
DROP-S
Students, ENR
R-Female Stu
udents and G
GRA-Female Students,
Students, ENR-Femalle Students and
male Studentss and GRA-Sttudents, ENR--Female Stud
dents and Chaallenge-3, ENR
R-Female Stu
udents and
ENR-Fem
Challengee-14, ENR-F
Female Stud
dents and C
Challenge-17, ENR-Studen
nts and DR
ROP-Female Students,
ENR-Stuudents and DROP-Studeents, ENR-Sttudents and GRA-Femaale Students , ENR-Stud
dents and
GRA-Stuudents, ENR--Students an
nd Challengee-3, ENR-Stu
udents and Challenge-144, ENR-Stud
dents and
Challengee-17, DROP-Female Students and D
DRP-Students, DROP-Fem
male Students
ts and GRA
A-Students,
DROP-Feemale Studentts and Challen
nge-3, and finnally, DROP-F
Female Studen
nts and Challennge-14.
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Table 4. Correlations for the different pairs of variables

Enrolled
Enrolled

ENR-Female
Students

ENR-Students

DROP-Female
Students

DROP-Students

GRA-Female
Students

GRA-Students

Challenge-3

Challenge-14

Challenge-17

0,9640

ENR-Female ENR-Students DROP-Female DROP-Students
Students
Students
0,9640
0,9894
0,9101
0,9902
(16)
(16)
(16)
(16)
0,0000
0,0000
0,0000
0,0000
0,9152
0,9335
0,9272

(16)
0,0000
0,9894
(16)
0,0000
0,9101

0,9152
(16)
0,0000
0,9335

0,8699

(16)
0,0000
0,9902
(16)
0,0000
0,6610

(16)
0,0000
0,9272
(16)
0,0000
0,7110

(16)
0,0000
0,9947
(16)
0,0000
0,6138

0,8893
(16)
0,0000
0,4152

0,6051

(16)
0,0053
0,9869
(16)
0,0000
0,9777
(16)
0,0000
0,9316
(16)
0,0000
0,9780
(16)
0,0000

(16)
0,0020
0,9107
(16)
0,0000
0,9023
(16)
0,0000
0,9739
(16)
0,0000
0,8986
(16)
0,0000

(16)
0,0114
0,9987
(16)
0,0000
0,9893
(16)
0,0000
0,8803
(16)
0,0000
0,9917
(16)
0,0000

(16)
0,1098
0,8613
(16)
0,0000
0,8827
(16)
0,0000
0,8806
(16)
0,0000
0,8702
(16)
0,0000

(16)
0,0130
0,9894
(16)
0,0000
0,9810
(16)
0,0000
0,8994
(16)
0,0000
0,9817
(16)
0,0000

Enrolled
ENR-Female
Students

(16)
0,0000

GRA-Female
Students
0,9869
(16)
0,0000
0,9107

(16)
0,0000
ENR-Students 0,9987
(16)
0,0000
DROP-Female 0,8613
Students
(16)
0,0000
DROP-Student 0,9894
(16)
0,0000
GRA-Female 0,6158
Students
(16)
0,0111
GRA-Students
Challenge-3
Challenge-14
Challenge-17

0,9902
(16)
0,0000
0,8711
(16)
0,0000
0,9932
(16)
0,0000

(16)
0,0000
0,8699
(16)
0,0000

Challenge-3 Challenge-14
0,9316
(16)
0,0000
0,9739

0,9780
(16)
0,0000
0,8986

(16)
0,0000
0,9893
(16)
0,0000
0,8827

(16)
0,0000
0,8803
(16)
0,0000
0,8806

(16)
0,0000
0,9917
(16)
0,0000
0,8702

(16)
0,0000
0,9810
(16)
0,0000
0,5532

(16)
0,0000
0,8994
(16)
0,0000
0,7540

(16)
0,0000
0,9817
(16)
0,0000
0,5682

(16)
0,0262
0,9902
(16)
0,0000

(16)
0,0007
0,8711
(16)
0,0000
0,8357
(16)
0,0001

(16)
0,0216
0,9932
(16)
0,0000
0,9986
(16)
0,0000
0,8357
(16)
0,0001

0,8357
(16)
0,0001
0,9986
(16)
0,0000
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0,8357
(16)
0,0001

(16)
0,0000
0,9947
(16)
0,0000
0,8893

(16)
0,0020
0,6138
(16)
0,0114
0,4152

(16)
0,0000

(16)
0,1098
0,6051
(16)
0,0130

Challenge-17

0,9777
(16)
0,0000
0,9023

GRA-Female
Students
0,6610
(16)
0,0053
0,7110

0,6158
(16)
0,0111
0,5532
(16)
0,0262
0,7540
(16)
0,0007
0,5682
(16)
0,0216
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Pairs of vvariables withh a high correlation are mark
rked in bold, and
a those with
h a very low ccorrelation aree shown in
green.

Figure 5. Disttribución de c orrelaciones entre
e
las difereentes variablees
El gráficoo 5 muestra de
d una forma más
m clara las relaciones qu
ue se presentan
n entre las vaariables analizzadas en el
estudio.
3.2 Princcipal Componeent Analysis
A princippal componentts study has been
b
carried oout for the red
duction of analysis data. Thhe objective off applying
this methhodology is too transform a set of variabl es, called orig
ginals, into a new set of vaariables called
d principal
components. As a meaasure of the amount of infoormation inco
orporated in a component, iits variance iss used; the
greater thhe variance, the greater the amount of informatio
on contained in the compponent. Therefore, the
component with the hiighest variancce is selected as the first co
omponent, and
d the one withh the lowest variance
v
is
selected aas the last com
mponent.
Table 5. A
Análisis de coomponentes prrincipales
Compon
nent

Percenta
age of

Cumula
ative

Eigenvalor

Variance
e

Percenta
age

1

8,91373

89,137

89,137

2

0,711738

7,117

96,255

3

0,32024

3,202

99,457

4

0,0454586

0,455

99,912

5

0,00629237

0,063

99,975

6

0,00158439

0,016

99,990

7

0,000818909

0,008

99,999

8

0,000141174

0,001

100,000
0

9

0,0

0,000

100,000
0

10

0,0

0,000

100,000
0

Numberr
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The purppose of the anaalysis is to ob
btain a reduceed number of linear combin
nations of the 10 variables (Enrolled,
ENR-Fem
male Studentts, ENR-Stud
dents, DROP -Female Stud
dents, DROP
P-Students, G
GRA-Female Students,
GRA-Stuudents, Challenge-3, Challeenge-14 and C
Challenge-17) that explain the
t greatest vaariability in th
he data. In
this case,, only one component has been extracteed, since it iss the only onee with an eigeenvalue greatter than or
equal to 11.0. This compponent explain
ns 89.137 % oof the variability in the original data.
It is obserrved that for the
t first princiipal componennt there is a peercentage of variance
v
and aaccumulated variance
v
of
89.137, a very high percentage of in
nformation, whhich means th
hat one princip
pal componennt would be su
ufficient to
express tthe other variables involveed. This can aalso be seen in the sedimeentation plot bbelow, wheree only one
component appears aboove the red seelection line.

Figu
ure 6. Principaal component sedimentation
n plot
Its equatiion will be dettermined throu
ugh the table of weights off the different components ddetermined beelow using
the same software as thhe one used in
n the calculatioon of the correlations.
Table 6. T
Table of weighhts of the prin
ncipal componnents
Compo
onent

Compponent Comp
ponent

Com
mponent Com
mponent Co
omponent

1

2

3

4

5

6

Enrolled
d

0,3348
833

-0,02227669

0,0245352

0,0334876

0,00756497

0,0
00478809

ENR-Fem
male Studentts

0,3247
787

0,12 1782

-0,36
68385

-0,3
330229

-0,00566067

0,677576

ENR-Stu
udents

0,330193

-0,1000883

0,23
38002

0,2
230764

0, 145466

-0
0,362141

DROP-F
Female Students

0,305167

-0,2774119

-0,59
90769

-0,,30587

-0,00355518

-0
0,487004

DROP-S
Students

769
0,3307

-0,1004268

0,13
32574

0,4
412039

-0,,761049

0,142061

GRA-Female Studentts

0,2258
829

0,8644633

0,17
79994

-0,2
247884

-0,00940252

-0
0,248077

GRA-Stu
udents

0,3292
266

-0,09888383

0,27251

0,1
126336

0, 563798

0,292229

Challengge-3

0,3260
041

-0,1996763

0,24
48586

-0,,31751

-00,11407

-0,,0352118

Challengge-14

0,3142
297

0,24 8412

-0,43
34074

0,5
571957

0 ,22038

-0,,0403875

Challengge-17

0,3260
096

-0,1775151

0,28
89116

-0,2
260552

0,00341135

-0,,0505679
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Component

Component

Component

Component

7

8

9

10

0,0000832006

-0,23961

0,781144

-0,460761

ENR-Female Students

0,0403318

-0,117585

-0,298537

-0,260832

ENR-Students

-0,0218617

-0,298895

-0,547604

-0,478441

DROP-Female Students

0,0414025

-0,228316

0,0127104

0,311009

DROP-Students

0,0691129

-0,151237

0,010438

0,255406

GRA-Female Students

0,00305406

-0,105744

0,00658354

0,161091

GRA-Students

-0,0561888

-0,286029

0,0224907

0,550319

Challenge-3

-0,709257

0,418422

2,02861E-13

6,65663E-13

Challenge-14

-0,0593822

0,519836

1,34042E-12

7,16715E-13

Challenge-17

0,694022

0,475521

-1,59442E-13

5,0385E-13

Enrolled

This table shows the equations of the principal components. For example, the first principal component equation
is:
C1=
0.334833*Enrolled
+
0.324787*ENR-Feamale
Students
+
0.330193*ENR-Students
+
0.305167*DROP-Female Students + 0.330769*DROP-Students + 0.225829*GRA-Female Students +
0.329266*GRA-Students + 0.326041*Challenge-3 + 0.314297*Challenge-14 + 0.326096*Challenge-17.
Where the values of the variables in the equation have been standardized by subtracting their means and dividing
by their standard deviations.
In the same way as for C1, the other nine equations for each of the other principal components could be obtained
by simply multiplying the variable by its corresponding weight. These equations would not be representative
since they have eigenvalues below 1.
4. Discussion
The number of female students participating was slightly higher than that of male students, 53.31% versus 46.61%
respectively. However, the number of female students who dropped out of the challenge (30.51%) was higher
than that of male students (16.10%). As for the achievement of the objective, i.e., the participants' success, the
number of male students (30.51%) was higher than that of female students (22.88%). A high dropout rate of
participants was observed, mainly due to a greater teaching load in the participants as the course progressed,
which prevented them from facing their commitment to the challenge chosen in advance. There were also
problems of commitment in setting up meetings, as it was difficult to schedule a timetable that suited everyone.
The students who were unable to attend at the beginning were the first to become disconnected from the
challenge. The fact of having to make the sessions very continuous has meant an important setback at the time of
the commitments on the part of the students.
The degree with more students enrolled in the selected challenges was Economics, with a high percentage of
participation much higher than the rest of the degrees. There are also degrees in which only female students have
participated in the challenges, such as Medicine, Law, and the double degrees of History + History of Art and
Law + International Relations. On the other hand, something similar happened with the students, only those
belonging to the degrees of Advertising, History, and the double degree of Economics + Business Intelligence
participated in the challenges. In the rest of the degrees, the participation has been very distributed. It should be
noted that the success of female students has been mostly in the degrees of Economics, ADE + Marketing and
Digital Communication + Advertising and Public Relations, as well as the large number of dropouts by female
students in the degrees of Pharmacy and Humanities. There is little participation of students from Science
degrees.
Challenge 14 is the most distributed among the different degrees, with 23.72% of participants. Challenge 3 was
only selected by students from the degrees of Economics, Pharmacy and Medicine, with 66.10% of participants.
Challenge 17 was only selected by participants from the Economics degree program, with 10.18% of
participants.
The figure of the mentor, throughout the process of applying the methodology proposed by the Design Sprint
during the development of the challenges, has been fundamental for its ability to supervise activities, guide the
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work teams, review the progress of the teams, channel the efforts, provide feedback on the proposals of the
participating students and be like a guide through triggering questions but without giving answers or solutions.
Giving up control of the group in order to guide the students in the process of learning and solving the challenge
has been a challenge for the different mentors.
As all sessions are conducted online, the mentor loses the ability to see how the students interact and get to know
them in a more efficient way. It diminishes their ability to review and guide in a significant way. It is desirable to
carry out this type of learning experience in person.
Statistical studies of Pearson correlation and principal component analysis have been carried out in order to
observe the relationships and simplifications between the different quantitative variables. The correlation study
shows a good correlation between the ten qualitative variables analyzed, presenting cases of worse correlation
between 0.4152 and 0.5682 for the following pairs of variables: DROP-Female Students and GRA-Female
Students, Challenge-3 and GRA-Female Students, Challenge-17 and GRA-Female Students.
The principal component analysis of the ten variables shows that only one component can express 89.137% of
the variability of the data, as can be seen in the sedimentation graph (graph 6) and in the principal component
analysis table (table 5).
The application of the Design Sprint methodology has ensured that participating students will gain a deeper
understanding of the issues/challenges, learn to diagnose and find various solutions to the challenge. Students are
involved in the challenge and in the final solution to solve it. They will also be sensitized to the situations
analyzed, develop research processes and carry them out through collaborative and multidisciplinary work
involving students from different degrees. A greater approach of students to the real problems of the world, of
their country or their community, that they establish relationships with people, teachers and experts, with
specialized people that make them understand the problem and that form them as better professionals to face a
somewhat uncertain future. Students strengthen the connection between university learning and the real
environment. Also students can improve and develop communication skills through the use of social tools and
media production techniques.
This type of challenge-based learning (CBL), use of agile methodologies and carried out with the Design Sprint
is identified to evidence the link between learning and real problems of the environment, even if these are
identified as challenges. These challenges demand skills that transcend what is taught in a University or Higher
Education center. The information of the proposed methodology should be presented in a clear and gradual way
to the students so that they can deepen their learning and avoid distractions due to an excessive amount of
information. The different theories and events that may explain the phenomenon under study could be
downplayed, focusing the student only on the results of the phenomenon under study. This type of study shows
satisfactory results in terms of performance, satisfaction and motivation in competencies and important
contributions in terms of social impact. However, this methodology is relatively new, and can still offer room for
improvement in the design of more effective learning experiences. Consideration should be given to the
management of workspaces in which students can carry out their projects, as well as requesting the support of
mentors and subject matter experts in order to provide students with an enriched and enhanced effective learning
experience.
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